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Credits: Four
Achievement
Demonstrate understanding of how
interacting natural processes shape a
New Zealand geographic environment.

Achievement with Merit
Demonstrate in-depth understanding
of how interacting natural processes
shape a New Zealand geographic
environment.

Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate comprehensive
understanding of how interacting natural
processes shape a New Zealand
geographic environment.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the
top of this page.
You should attempt the question in this booklet.
If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.
Check that this booklet has pages 2–10 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.
YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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INSTRUCTIONS
Use page 3 to identify a New Zealand geographic environment that you have studied, and the
interacting natural processes that shape it; and to plan your response to the question below.
Draw relevant, detailed map(s) and / or diagram(s) on page 4.
Begin your written answer on page 5, integrating detailed, supporting case study evidence about your
New Zealand geographic environment and the interacting natural processes that shape it.

QUESTION
Comprehensively analyse how spatial OR temporal variations occur in your named New Zealand
geographic environment as a result of the operation of interacting natural processes.
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Annotation
Setting: Muriwai Coastal Environment
• The diagram on page 4 shows the selected natural environment.

Annotations provide specific case study evidence and basic
analysis of how processes operate differently at different locations
across beach(es). The diagram adds to the answer, but is not
directly relevant to the chosen focus of temporal variations. The
diagram on page 10 is loosely linked to temporal variations, which
helped the candidate to meet the requirements for Excellence.
• One part of the question is selected (temporal variations) and is

clearly referred to throughout the answer.
• Two time periods are identified and named – summer vs winter,

and 17 million years ago vs today, to provide evidence of temporal
variations.
• Comprehensive analysis of why two variations occur between

these time frames is evident. This is shown through clear
reasoning around why there is a difference in the Muriwai Beach
profile between summer and winter, and why there is a difference
in the feature of Otakamiro Headland between 17 million years
ago and today. Technical detail and insight is demonstrated in the
reasoning for the temporal variation of the beach profile between
summer and winter.
• Reasons for variations included sufficient process analysis, with

evidence of a technical understanding of wave processes (erosion,
transportation, and deposition). This is shown through an
explanation of how at least two processes operate, in depth, as a
series of steps, and this is linked to the temporal variations.
• Interactions between wave processes are clearly explained, as the

output of one process (volcanism), affects the operation of another
process (wave refraction and erosion). This demonstrates the
candidate clearly comprehends how processes operate together.
• Comprehensive, relevant specific case study evidence is used

throughout, which supports both the candidate’s written response
and diagrams.
The candidate gained Excellence due to their clear understanding of
the requirements of this question, and focus on temporal variations

throughout. Their answer was well planned and executed – dividing
their answer into two clear temporal variations, comprehensively
explaining the reasons for the first one, before moving onto the
second variation. Reasoning for each variation was clearly linked to
the different operation of processes, or presence of different
elements, at the different named time frames. Geographic insight
was demonstrated in their response structure, the choice of correct
terminology used in their explanation of processes, and the
comprehensive understanding of interactions between processes
shown throughout the answer.
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INSTRUCTIONS
Use page 3 to identify a New Zealand geographic environment that you have studied, and the
interacting natural processes that shape it; and to plan your response to the question below.
Draw relevant, detailed map(s) and / or diagram(s) on page 4.
Begin your written answer on page 5, integrating detailed, supporting case study evidence about your
New Zealand geographic environment and the interacting natural processes that shape it.

QUESTION
Comprehensively analyse how spatial OR temporal variations occur in your named New Zealand
geographic environment as a result of the operation of interacting natural processes.
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Annotation
Setting: Tongariro Drainage Basin
• The diagram on page 4 demonstrates a clear understanding of the

difference in features, elements, and processes over the Tongariro
drainage basin environment (multiple examples of spatial variation
are identified).
• One part of the question is identified in the title of the diagram, and

the first paragraph, as the focus for the written answer for spatial
variations.
• Two spatial variations in processes, elements, or features are fully

described, and comprehensive reasons are given for both (one
more in depth than the other).
• Evidence of the above criteria is shown in the candidate’s

response, by dividing the river into three separate regions, and
discussing why key processes dominate in each region. Their first
spatial variation of why fluvial erosion dominated in different parts
showed a sound comprehension and understanding. Their second
spatial variation of why fluvial transport differed over the course of
the river provided evidence of comprehensive reasoning, and
demonstrated insight through their process analysis and inclusion
of technical detail.
• Interactions between fluvial transport and fluvial erosion are clearly

explained, as the operation of one process encourages the
operation and effectiveness of the other process.
• Comprehensive, relevant specific case study evidence is used

throughout, which supports both the candidate’s written response
and diagrams.
The candidate gained Excellence due to their ability to explain, with
some technical detail, the reasons why elements, features and
processes operate differently over a geographic environment. The
structure of this response was clearly divided into different regions of
the environment and each area was fully analysed which
demonstrated their understanding of how interacting processes
caused or showed spatial variations. In parts, there was room for
this candidate to further develop the links to their process analysis
but requirements for Excellence were met.

